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From the editor's desk 
This issue of CRAY CHANNELS promises 
interesting reading for all. Our feature article 
describes oil reservoir simulation on the CRAY-1-
a close look at the complexity of the problem and 
the dollars and resources hanging in the balance. 

Our second feature article is a continuation of the 
coverage of computer chess begun in the last 
issue. In part two of this two-part feature, we 
learn more about the chess program that Cray 
Research helps support by providing computer 
time for development. The program's designer 
evaluates his work and describes what real 
tournament action is like, including his victory at 
the Mississippi State Closed Chess Championship, 
a computer chess first. 

As before, the issue also contains our regular 
featu res to keep you up- to-date on product and 
company news. 

In response to your favorable comments, we've 
expanded the "User news" section of the 
magazine. And we'd like to extend our invi tation 
to CRAY users to notify us about activities at your 
sites-CRAY CHANNELS readers apprecia te 
hearing about CRAY computer users! 

-T.M.B. 

About the cover 

A technological breakthrough 

Shown on our cover is a module of the prototype 
CRAY-2 computer currently under development 
by Cray Research. Cray's new technology in
volves the immersion of the computer in a clear, 
inert fluorocarbon liquid to _provide cooling for 
the system. Because of the e{jicienClJ of this cool
ing method, components can lie packaged in greater 
density. 
For purposes of display, the module shown here 
was immersed in. the coolant in a small aquarium. 
For further details and additional photographs, 
see the related story on page 12 . (Photo credit: 
Jill Antolak) 
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Reservoir Sitnulation on the CRAY-1 

Introduction 
In recent years, scientists and engineers have been 

able to simula te many different physical phenomena 
using ma thematical models. One area where simu
lation has become extremely important is in the pe
troleum industry. In light of the growing concern over 
our dwindling sources of oil, the biggest challenge 
to the petroleu m indus try today is to maximize total 
recovery. 

The earliest oil reservoir modeling took place in the 
late 1950s. The models in use at that time were much 
simpler than those in use today . Reservoir simula

tion mod els have evolved over the past twenty years 
with the d evelopment of increasingly powerful com

puter systems. Now, the sophisticated oil reservoir 
simulations on the CRAY-1 enable major oil compa

nies to test their alternatives before committing re
sources to a p roject. On the larger fields, where the 

stakes are higher, reservoir simulation has become a 

routine practice. 

The simulation problem 
For any given reservoir, many different methods of 
extraction are possible. The petroleum engineer has 
the difficult job of determining which method will 
maximize recovery over time, and a mathematical 

mod el run on a large-scale computer is usually the 
tool of choice . A reservoir model solves the set of 
equations tha t describe the physical processes taking 

place in the reservoir in terms of background as
sumptions and operating constraints. By studying 
the effect of the various recovery methods, a pe
troleum engineer can estima te approximate total 
recovery. 

The first s tep for the engineer in mod eling a reservoir 

is to establish a basic description of the reservoir. The 



Photograph of Prudhoe Bay field courtesy of ARCO Oil 
and Gas Company. 

primary depletion method, where little or no reinjec
tion is done, is used to obtain a first approximation 
of the reservoir's content. Following the testing of 
primary depletion methods, a more complicated sec
ondary recovery method is considered. The stan
dard secondary recovery method involves water flood 
recovery. 

Once a secondary water flood method has been se
lected, a tertiary recovery process may also be ex
amined. Tertiary me thods involve the injection of 
other types of fluids into the reservoir. Tertiary re
covery methods have become extremely important 
to the oil industry in maximizing recovery from a 
reservoir. 

Reservoir s imulation enables an engineer to "exper
iment" on a field by trying out alternative methods 
of recovery. The goal of simulation is to determine 
output quantities and costs for each of a variety of 

recovery methods. By analyzing the alternatives, the 
most attractive development methods for a field can 
be identified before any actual production work is 
undertaken. 

What is a reservoir model? 
Most models are based on a two- or three-dimen
sional grid system. Each node in the grid system 
represents an actual location in the reservoir, and 
each node carries with it data for a variety of physical 
attributes. Values for gas, water, and oil content for 
each location in the reservoir are stored in the com
puter in matrix form. A typical model today includes 
several thousand grid points, placing great demands 
on a computer system. The CRAY-1, with up to four 
million words of central memory, has enabled the 
representation of larger, more complicated models 
than were possible in the pas t. 

Even a one percent improvement in 

recovery brought about through 

modeling offset by many orders of 

magnitude the cost of simulations. 

In addition, each reservoir model consists of sets of 
partial differential equations that express conserva
tion of mass and/or energy. A model also includes 
basic " laws" that d escribe the physical characteris
tics in the reservoir, such as heat conduction (Four
ier) or fluid flow (Darcy). To simulate the physica l 
characteristics of a large model, the computer must 
perform repetitive mathematical operations on large 
matrices. These calculations must be performed with 
high precision to minimize the effect of roundoff 
error. The CRAY-1 answers this need well, providing 
outstanding performance on matrix calculations. 

Improving the model through history 
matching 
For many fields, a production history is available. 
This history data can be used to calibrate the model. 
By comparing the production history of the reservoir 
with the model's simulated behavior, engineers can 
determine what adjus tments must be made to the 
model to bring it into agreement with actual ob
served behavior. 

The quality of the his tory match depends to a great 
extent upon the quality and amount of data avail
able . For example, if forty years of production his
tory exis ts on a field and a ten-year prediction must 
be made, the engineer ca n be fairly confident of the 
simulation results. However, on a newer field , fewer 
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records exist, and the resultant history match is not 
nearly as complete. 

Although history matching is time-consuming, it 
allows the engineer to have more confidence in sim
ulation results. By minimizing the difference be
tween the model and historical record, the engineer 
can fine-tune a model. The history match is thus the 
engineer's best way to test how good a model really 
is. 

Determining the input for the model 
In initializing a model, the engineer must provide a 
description of the reservoir. A variety of data is taken 
on the field and assigned node by node in the rep
resentation. Input data for a simulation model usu
ally includes: 

• Reservoir rock properties (for example, porosity, 
permeability) 

• Reservoir dimension measures 
• Initial reservoir pressure and temperature 
• Locations of oil/wa ter and gas/oil interfaces 
• Locations of gas caps 
• Fluid property correlations (for example, density, 

viscosity, compressibility) as functions of com
position, pressure, and temperature 

• Relative permeability relationships 
• Phase equilibrium relationships 
• History information 

Given this information, the engineer can determine 
approximate volumes of the oil, water, and gas in 
place in the reservoir. 

Model output 
The output provided by a reservoir simulation model 
usually consists of pressures and fluid saturations 
at each of the grid points throughout the reservoir. 
Grid point data is expressed at each of a sequence 
of time levels from start to finish of the production 
period. Temperature, concentration and pressure data 
are often provided for each grid point. Due to the 
extensive amount of output data, some method of 
aggregation is employed to simplify further ana lysis. 

Interpreting the simulation results 
By analyzing the output, the engineer can predict a 
maximum efficiency rate for production . This pro
vides an indication of the speed at which oil may be 
recovered without hindering total production. The 
analysis of the model yields an estimate of the ex
pected total production. 

Based on the results of final simulation runs, engi
neers can make recommendations to management 
about how the field should be developed. Says John 
Killough, Research Director of Mathematical Devel
opment at ARCO Oil and Gas Company, "Often, 

the simulation results simply reinforce management 
positions. Sometimes, though, it's not as clear-some 
decisions are so close, that unless you have a model 
for guidance, you simply don't know which way to 
go. Certain decisions, such as selection of a pattern, 
are very difficult to make from gut feel a lone." 

An important decision that reservoir modeling can 
help address is how older fields should be developed 
differently. A company may decide to reopen aban
doned wells or to use newer techniques on an older 
well in order to extract additional oil. Studying the 
feasibility of such moves is possible using a history
matched reservoir model. 

Figure 1. A sample reservoir simulation model 

A sample model 
Figure 1 illustrates a sample reservoir simulation 
model that John Killough and his co-workers use for 
predicting performance of the Prudhoe Bay field. 
The sample is a black-oil model, which is the sim
plest type of model because it does not take into 
account phase behavior relationships. 

The black-oil model has become a workhorse model 
for newly-discovered or young fields. Three basic 



levels of sophis tication exist for the formulation of 
a black-oil m odel: 

• IMPES, w hich solves implicitly in pressure, ex
plicitly in saturation; 

• Sequential semi-implicit, which solves implicitly 
for pressure and for sa turations; and 

• Fully implicit, where the three sets of simulta ne-
ous equations are coupled and solved together. 

The IMPES formulation is much more effi cient in 
terms of computer time, so in cases where it is pos
sible to use a simpler model, IMPES is generally 
chosen. The sequential semi-implicit formulation is 
more stable than IMPES a t only a slight increase in 
computer time; hence, it is often chosen if the pos
sibility for instabilities exists in the simulation . The 
sam ple model's formulation is of this la tter variety. 

" . .. For most reservoir simulation 

code, you' II be lucky to be able to 

vectorize substantially more than fifty 

or sixty percent . .. '' 

The sample model has an X dimension of 23, a Y 
dimension of 46, and a Z dimension of 5, for a total 
of 5290 grid blocks. The model grid is uniqu e in that 
radial or polar coordinates a re used. The total num
ber of wells modeled ranged up to 1,700. A sophis
ticated program was used to model these wells and 
to include the constraints of the fie ld facilities on the 
reservoir simulation mode l. 

The total volume of oil in the Prudhoe Bay field is 
in excess of twenty bil lion barrels, so that even a 
one percent improvement in recovery brought about 
through modeling offset by many orders of magni
tude the cost of simulations. 

Advantages of the CRA Y-1 m reservoir 
modeling 
The CRAY-1 exhibits a number of strengths that make 
it ideal for reservoir simulation-ty pe problems. Per
haps the greatest advantage of the CRA Y-1 is its ex
tremely fast cycle time of 12.5 nanoseconds. This fa st 
cycle time allows the CRA Y-1 not only to be fast for 
vector opera tions, but also to be extremely fast in 
scalar mode as compared to other types of scalar pro
cessors. Says John Killough, "For most reservoir 
simulation code, you' ll be lucky to be able to vecto
rize substantially more than fifty or sixty percent, so 
scalar speed still dominates the CPU time in any res
ervoir model. " 

Another advantage is that the CRAY-1 has a 64-bit 
word (48-bit mantissa). This word size minimizes 
roundoff error, allowing for grea ter precision . Yet 

another s trength of the CRAY-1 is tha t it is very ef
ficient on short vector leng ths. 

As mentioned previously, the CRA Y-1 is available 
with up to four million words of cen tral memory, 
allowing for the solution of larger, more complex 
problems. Creative use of the CRA Y-1/S expanded 
buffer memory can allow for simulation of even larger 
models using non-mem ory contained datasets . Al
ternatively, optimal disking and buffering algo
rithms can be employed. 

Finally, the CRAY-1 FORTRAN (CFT) Compiler is an 
important advantage because most reservoir simu
lation models are w ritten in FORTRAN. CFT is com
patible with many of the existing IBM and CDC FOR
TRAN compilers. It offers automatic vectorization of 
DO loops to maximize e fficient use of the vector ca
pabilities of the CRA Y-1. CFT also provides for more 
general models, permitting more realistic modeling 
of the wide variety of oil and gas reservoirs that exist 
throughout the world . 
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CHECKMATE 
An electronic 
chess challlpion 
Robert Hyatt 
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg 

Part two of a two-part series 

Imagine a room filled with several hundred 
spectators watching two humans huddled 
over a chess board. The tension mounts as 
the clock ticks off minute after minute. The 
spectators yell out suggestions, hiss and 
boo, cheer and stomp their feet. Is this a 
competitive chess player's nightmare? No, 
it's a computer chess championship, and 
computers are the competitors, while the 
humans are here for the show. 

Photo: 
Pieces positioned at the 55th move of the 1981 
Mlsataslppl State Closed Chess Championship 
between a human chess Master and the CRAY 
BLITZ computer chess program. (Handmade 
brass and aluminum chess set designed by 
Richard Weinberg, Cray Research, Inc.) 
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Improvements in computer hardware and software 
design over the years have enabled computer chess 
programs to become more competitive with top hu
man chess players. CRAY BLITZ's recent tourna
ment victory in Mississippi is evidence of this fact
never before has a computer chess program won a 
state chess championship . And while no one can 
predict when a computer will become world chess 
champion, very few people will deny that one day 
the computer will be unbeatable. 

Testing a program under competition 
Developers of computer chess programs have two 
choices for testing a program under competition . 
They can enter open chess tournaments, where 
most, if not all, of the opponents are human. Alter
natively, they can participate in computer chess 
championships, where only programs are allowed 
to enter. These two types of tournaments provide 
very different tests for computer chess programs 
of today. 

The most notable difference between strong com
puter chess programs and strong human players is 
that human players sometimes make tactical mis
takes but programs usually d on' t. However, the tac
tical fallibility of human players is generally offset 
by the deeper positional understanding humans ex
hibit, so if human players can avoid tactical errors, 
they will usually win. 

In tournaments pitting human players against com
puters, the test conditions are ideal: the s trengths 
of one competitor are matched by the weaknesses 
of the other. In entering both BLITZ and CRAY 
BLITZ in tournaments against human players, I 
have demonstrated that the computer is indeed a 
formidable opponent. The tactical expertise of the 
computer chess program, along with its "Mr. Spock"
like lack of emotion, are advantages the program 
holds over the human opponent. A program simply 
doesn't become unnerved when it is losing or when 
it is being attacked, and it never gets careless when . 
it is ahead (a particular weakness of human players). 
Playing the best moves it can find, the program plays 
evenly, waiting for the human opponent to make a 
tactical mistake. This mistake is almost always forth
coming, and it often results in another victory for 
the computer. Fortunately, the human player ca n 
salve a damaged ego by thinking about the moves 
that would have beaten the computer, had they been 
played. 

A chess game between two computers seems to be 
a non-optimal test condition, because the strong and 
weak points of the two programs may be quite sim
ilar. It is for this reason that luck generally plays an 
important role in deciding the victor of a contest 

between two programs. In an extended (multi-game) 
match, the better program will triumph, because 
play over a number of games should eliminate the 
factor of luck (or at least reduce it). Unfortunately, 
tournament play precludes two opponents meeting 
more than once. 

Computer chess competitions 
Each year, the Association for Computing Machin
ery (ACM) organizes and sponsors a tournament to 
measure progress in com puter chess. An impressive 
array of computers participates: last year's tour
nament included two CRAY-1 computers, several 
AMDAHL 470N7s and 470N8s, and a Control Data 
Corporation CYBER 176. Rarely is that much com
puting power concentrated in one small room, es
pecially to play chess! In addition to the yearly ACM 
tournament, a world computer chess tournament is 
held every three years to determine the best com
puter chess program in the world. 

Computer chess tournaments are great crowd pleas
ers. Because computers don't mind noise, the spec
tators can actively participate by booing, hissing, 
applauding, and suggesting moves. As interest in 
the outcome reaches a peak, attendance can exceed 
500 for the final two rounds of a tournament. 

Playing the best moves it can find, the 

program plays evenly, waiting for the 

human opponent to make a tactical 

mistake. 

Each side in a computer chess game has a fixed 
amount of time to make a predetermined number 
of moves. The requirement is usually that 40 moves 
must be made in two hours, for an average of three 
minutes per move. Time is measured precisely by 
two clocks at the tournament site, one for each pro
gram. When it is one program's turn to move, that 
program's clock is started and the opponent's clock 
is stopped. Because time is so important in a match, 
the computers used in the tournament are normally 
dedicated during play. Dedicated time allows for the 
maximum amount of computer time per move. 

In addition to playing regular tournament chess at 
three minutes per move, the better chess programs 
are extremely good at p laying speed chess, where 
the entire game lasts only five minutes. The tactical 
accuracy of these programs seems to offset their 
lack of knowledge to the extent that even the 
strongest human players in the world have a difficult 
time winning. No human has ever beaten CRAY 



BLITZ in over-the-board speed chess, including sev
eral chess Masters. Even David Levy, who estab
lished himself as the arch-nemesis of com puter chess 
programs and programmers, fell to BLITZ in speed 
chess. Five years ago, this record would have been 
labeled science fiction; today it is a demons trable 
fact. 

While no one can predict when a 

computer will become world chess 

champion, very few people will deny 

that one day the computer will be 

unbeatable. 

ACM has sponsored the computer chess tournament 
annually as a controlled experiment. Since the first 
tournament in 1970, the time allowed per move has 
remained the same. Thus, increases in playi ng 
strength can be directly attributed to improvements 
in hardware and software. 

In 1970, the best program entered in the ACM tour
nament was barely a United States Chess Federation 
(USCF) class C player with a rating of approximately 
1500. I~ 1981, the best programs are rapidly ap
proachmg the Master rating (USCF rating of 2200 or 
better). CRAY BLITZ is the first (and only) program 
to have achieved this status to date, with a rating 
of 2258. In speed class, the better programs are cur
rently rated at over 2400, and steady improvements 
are being seen in longer timed events. 

CRAY BLITZ's performance 
CRAY BLITZ has been playing chess for almost two 
years. Before being implemented on the CRAY-1, 
BLITZ had been playing chess for about four years. 
Needless to say, the CRAY-1 greatly improved the 
strength of the program, due to the depth of search 
made possible by the tremendous speed of the 
machine . 

At a rate of one move every three minutes, CRAY 
BLITZ generally performs an exhaustive search to 
a depth of seven plies in the middle game. In the 
end game, CRAY BLITZ has performed searches ex
ceeding 35 plies. While a depth of seven half-moves 
might not sound very impressive at first, it is deep 
enough to find some extremely clever tactics. Re
search has shown that as depth increases, the ac
curacy of move selection in a human lessens. In a 
program using exhaustive searching, however, in
accuracy is not a problem because every move is 
considered. 

Tournament action 
To appreciate what goes on at a tournament, join 
me in playing the following game. This game was 
played by CRAY BLITZ in the 1981 Mississippi State 
Closed Chess Championship . CRAY BLITZ won 
with a perfect score of 5 wins, 0 losses. The pro
gram's performance earned it the title of "Mississippi 
State Chess Champion" for 1981, making CRAY 
BLITZ the first computer program ever to win a state 
chess championship tournament. The opponent is 
a USCF chess Master and state champion for the 
previous two years. CRAY BLITZ played black. I am 
including the number of nodes the program exam
ined, the position eva luation (where + 1.2 means 
the program is 1.2 pawns ahead, for example), and 
the program's analysis (the moves it anticipates 
being played). I am also including the time elapsed 
per move for each side so that it is possible to de
termine how much time each side has left at any 
point. The time rules for the tournament require 50 
moves every two hours. Also included are my re
marks and (in quotes) those that came directly from 
CRAY BLITZ. 

We are sitting across the board from our human 
opponent. A terminal connected to the CRAY-1 is 
facing us so that the opponent cannot see. Whenever 
our opponent makes a move, we enter the move v ia 
the terminal and wait for CRAY BLITZ's response. 
While BLITZ performs the search, it periodically 
displays on the terminal the current evaluation and 
expected sequence of moves. These values are up
dated whenever BLITZ's evaluation changes. Be
cause the program is a much stronger evaluator than 
any human present, we rely on its analysis to let us 
know how the game is going. 

Because computers don't mind noise, 

the spectators can actively participate 

by booing, hissing, applauding, and 

suggesting moves. 

The only problem is time. We must sit patiently, 
waiting for a clue from CRAY BLITZ to let us know 
how the game is going. If the opponent takes 15 
minutes for a move, we sweat it out until the move 
is made and the program starts displaying its anal
ysis. As the evaluation climbs, we smile; as it drops 
sharply, we worry. It is very much like watching 
one's children play in a competitive event. 

Remember that while the tournament is in progress, 
we can't turn the page to check the evaluation 10 
moves from now! We have to wait (and worry). 
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1. c4 (0:15) 
2. Nc3 (0:21) 
3. N£3 (0:16) 

N£6 (0:00) 
c6 (0:00) 
dS (2:17) 408,258 nodes -0.048 
dS e3 e6 d4 Nbd7 Qa4 Bd6 Program is temporarily 
"out of book" 

4. cxdS (0:28) cxdS (2:17) 558,670 nodes +0.000 
cxdS d4 Nc6 e3 e6 BbS Bb4 

5. d4 (0:50) Nc6 (0:00) 
"Back i 11 book" 
Ne4 (2:19) 384,099 nodes 
Ne4 Bg2 Nxc3 bxc3 QaS Qd3 e6 

6. g3 (0:14) +0.183 
"Out of book" agai11 

7. Bg2 (1:14) Nxc3 (3:23) 877,648 nodes 
Nxc3 bxc3 e6 0-0 Bel e3 0-0 

+0.085 

8. bxc3 (0:11) e6 (3:06) 565,507 nodes + 0.129 
e6 0-0 Bd6 Qd3 0-0 e4 fS exdS exdS 

9. 0-0 (0:28) Bd6 (2:36) 509,561 nodes + 0.127 
Bd6 Rb1 0-0 Qa4 f5 BgS Qdl 

10. Qc2 (2:15) 0-0 (2:55) 508,413 nodes +0.117 
0-0 Rb1 fS Bd2 ReB e3 eS 

11. NgS (5:10) £5 (2:43) 433,129 nodes 
f5 f4 NaS Rb1 Nc4 e3 ... 

+0.167 

12. £4 (2:58) NaS (0:00) 493,756 nodes + 0.148 
NaS e3 Nc4 NfJ Qf6 NeS BxeS [xeS Notice CRAY BLITZ 
used 110 time to select tlris move smce it had correctly predrcted 
tire oppo11m t's move (f4, see previous a11alysis for move 11). 

13. Qd3 (3:55) Qd7 (2:27) 381,838 nodes +0.138 
Qdl NfJ Nc4 Nd2 Nxd2 Bxd2 

14. Bd2 (6:13) Nc4 (2:18) 348,683 nodes + 0.147 
Nc4 e3 Qc6 Rfb1 bS Rb3 

15. Bel (2:22) Qa4 (2:18) 355,534 nodes + 0.220 
Qa4 e3 Bdl Rb1 bS . .. At this poi11t I was happy! White's C 
paw11 is backward, Black's bright is well placed, mrd tire program 
thi11ks it is 11early V. pawn ahead. Little did we realr ze what 
was comi11g. 

16. g4! (30:55) h6 (2:18) 378,020 nodes + 1.243 
h6 gxfS hxgS fxgS Ba3 Bd2 Nxd2 Qxd2 CRAY BLITZ is a 
pawrr up! Walen the evaluatio11 slip for the 11ext few moves, 
because the lrrmra11 oppone11t used 30 mim1tes to calculate deeper 
tha11 tire program. 

17. gx£5 (1:08) hxgS (1:09) 326,700 nodes 
lrxgS fxgS QeB f6 QlrS Bh3 

+ 1.193 

18. fxgS (0:27) Ba3 (1:52) 320,602 nodes 
Ba3 Bxa3 Qxa3 e4 exfS exfS 

+ 1.068 

19. g6! (1:50) Bxc1 (2:21) 403,760 nodes + 1.212 
Bxcl R(xcl RxjS Qh3 RgS Qhl + KfB Rf1 + Kel Qxgl + 
KdB }t's gettr11g complicated! Note how far ahead tire program 
is analyzi11g. 

20. Raxc1 (0:26) Nd6 (2:21) 362,642 nodes + 0.891 
Nd6 Q/rJ RxfS Qhl+ KfB QlrB+ Kel Qxgl+ KdB RxfS 
NxfS Note the evaluatio11. I 11ow thought tTte program was 
lost . How can it stop the g pawn from queening? Watch ... 

21. Qh3 (0:36) Rx£5 (2:21) 408,459 nodes + 0.557 
RxfS Qlrl + KfB Blr3 Rxf1 + Rxf1 + Kel Qxg 7 + KdB RfB + 
NeB Help! We're now only Olle-half pawn up! 

22. Qh7 + (2:59) K£8 (0:00) 426,135 nodes + 0.557 
KfB Bh3 Rx(l + Rx(l + Kel Qxgl+ KdB RfB+ NeB At 
least the evaluatio11 freld steady for one move! 

23. Qh8 + (1:52) Ke7 (0:00) 349 nodes 
No a11alysis, because move is forced. 

24. Qxg7 + 

25. Rx£5 (6:33) 

26. Q£6 + (0:32) 

27. g7 (2:27) 

28. B£3 (3:01) 

29. R£1 

30. Qgs (3:27) 

31. Qg6 (0:53) 

32. e4 (10:08) 

33. Bxe4 (1:18) 

34. Qg3 (6:23) 

35. hxg3 (0:37) 

36. R£8 (7:31) 

37. Bh7 (1:56) 

38. Rxg8 (4:14) 

39. K£2 (0:07) 

40. Be4 (0:46) 

41. Ke3 (0:35) 

42. Ra8 (1:37) 

43. K£2 (0:08) 

44. dxeS (0:07) 

45. B£3 (0:07) 

46. a4 (0:07) 

47. Ke3? (0:11) 

48. Kx£3 (0:06) 

49. Kc3 (0:05) 

50. aS (0:06) 
51. Kd2 (1:04) 

52. Kcl (0:25) 
53. Kb2 (1:57) 
54. a6 (0:16) 

55. Ka2 (1:28) 

Kd8 (2:01) 358,566 nodes -0.431 
KdB QhB+ Kcl gl Nf7 Rx(S exfS BxdS At tlris point, tire 
program sees trorible a/read. However, tire Master has used a lot 
of trme and ca11't afford to carefully analyze each move now, and 
he soon begins to falter. 
Nx£5 (2:29) 419,712 nodes +0.413 
NxfS QfB + QeB gl Nel c4 Bdl QxeB + KxeB cxdS exdS Now 
we are ahead agam. RxfS was not best, as can be seen from tire 
program's prior analysrs. QlrB + was better. 
Ne7 (2:29) 417,621 nodes +0.455 
Nel gl QeB c4 Kdl cxdS exdS Now tire pawn is finally 
stopped. CRAY BLITZ is threatming NgB, blockading it {i1rther. 
Qe8 (0:15) 383,644 nodes + 0.266 
QeB e4 Kdl exdS NxdS QfB Ne7 QxeB + KxeB The paw11 
looks da11gerous, but we /rave defended well. For the time being, 
everything is /reid together. 
Kd7 (2:35) 385,273 nodes + 0.451 
Kd7 e4 RbB Kh1 dxe4 QeS Nc6 Qxe4 So far, so good 
Ng8 (2:35) 382,522 nodes + 0.306 
NgB QgS Qe7 Qxe7 Kxe7 e4 Nf6 exdS exdS Tradi11g quee11s 
saves everythi11g! However, the paw11 rs now threatemng a gam 
via RfB RxfB gxfB = Q. Can we survive this last rush? 
Qe7 (0:00) 515,188 nodes +0.209 
Qel <2JI6 Kd6 e4 dxe4 Bxe4 Kd7 Rf7 Now tire opponent has 
only 34 minutes for tire final 20 moves, while the program has 
over one hour left. 
Kd6 (1:49) 351,300 nodes + 0.278 
Kd6 Qg3 + Kc6 c4 Qd8 Qg6 Kc7 cxdS exdS 
dxe4 (2:45) 385,266 nodes -0.219 
dxe4 QgJ + eS Bxe4 Qe6 BfS QdS dxeS + ~c7 Oops! There 
goes tire evaluation again. However, materral rs even. Tune rs 
really serious for tire Master now. 
Qh4 (2:46) 391,722 nodes - 0.713 . 
Qh4 Bg2 Bd7 Bxb7 RbB Qg2 BbS Now we are losing a pawn 
if the opponent plays correctly. 
Qxg3 + (2:46) 610,609 nodes -1.459 
Qxg3+ lrxg3 Bd7 Rf8 ReB RxcB Bxc8 Bhl NelgB=Q NxgB 
BxgB Now we are over a pawn behind. BLITZ: is mralyzing 
deeper than the Master, however, and tire Master doesn't finii 
the best moves. 
Bd7 (2:08) 470,710 nodes -1.359 
Bd7 Rf8 ReB RxcB Bxc8 Blr7 Ne7 gB = Q NxgB BxgB The 
opponent has IS mi11utes left. Note that the program's evaluatio11 
is climbing now, as it wilf for the remailrder of the game. 
ReS (0:00) 1,395,040 nodes -1.311 
ReB RxcB BxcB Blr7 Ne7 gB = Q NxgB RxcB is the Master's 
01rly charrce. However, Ire is almost out of time. 
Rxc3 (3:00) 604,912 nodes +0.000 
Rxc3 Klr2 Rc1 Rf2 ReB RfB Rc1 Bh7 looks good to drive the 
k~r ight away, but it is too late. CRAY BLITZ l1ri11ks everytlrrrrg 
is exactly eve11. 
Rxg3+! (3:00) 610,779 nodes -0.090 
Rxg3 + Kf2 Rg4 Be4 bS RaB Rxg7 Rxa7 Tire move Rxg8 is 
too late! 
RgS (2:52) 615,741 nodes -0.010 
RgS Be4 eS dxeS KxeS Bxb7 Be6 ReB Rxgl Looki11g better 
every move. Just one more i11exact move, and ... 
b6 (2:14) 568,593 nodes - 0.009 
b6 Ke3 eS a3 Be6 RdB + Ke7 RaB Now it is our tum! 
eS (2:30) 616,227 nodes + 0.004 
eS Ra8 Rxg7 Rxal Rg_3 + Kf2 RcJ dxeS + KxeS Rxd7 
Kxe4 Evaluatio11 has rpnally) gone positive! 
Rg3 + ! (1:32) 702,663 nodes + 0.636 
Rg3 + B{3 exd4 + Kxd4 Be6 Bb7 Rg4 + Ke3 Bxa2 Rxa7 
Rxg7 We're a pawn up! 
Rxg7 (3:22) 787,876 nodes +0.764 
Rxgl Rxa7 exd4 Rb7 bS Bd3 RgS a3 RdS 
KxeS (3:22) 708,164 nodes +0.785 
KxeS BfJ Be6 a3 Rc7 ReB Rc2 + Kg3 Kd6 Cetti11g better! 
Be6 (3:07) 675,932 nodes +0.761 
Be6 ReB ... 
R£7 (3:25) 732,838 nodes + 1.665 
Rf7 ReB Rf4 aS bxaS Ke3 Rf7 Be4 Two pawns ahead looks 
gOod, but watch tlris . .. 
Rx£3! (3:26) 760,544 nodes + 4.093 
RxfJ Kd2 Rf7 Ke3 Rlr7 Kd2 Rlr2 + Ke3 Rh3 + Kd2 If Kxf3, 
then BdS + wins tire rook as ill the game. "Be careful.' 
BdS + (2:00) 703,217 nodes + 5.071 
BdS + Ke2 BxaB Kd3 Bc6 aS bxaS Kc4 a4 KcJ Be4 I will 
drop the a11alysis as the game is basically over. 
Bxa8 (0:40) 266,098 nodes + 5.079 
"That was easy." 
Be4! (1:53) 722,217 nodes 
Kd4 (2:00) 774,460 nodes 
"Be careful." 

+7.694 
+10.866 

bS (2:00) 752,079 nodes + 11.151 
Kc4 (0:00) 834,892 nodes + 11.319 
b4 (2:00) 912,576 nodes + 20.412 
"Be careful." 
Kc3, and BLITZ announced mate in 6. 
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That was a wild game that could have gone either 
way. I have some general comments on the ga me. 
First, the worst thing CRAY BLITZ saw was coming 
out a pawn down, but even being a pawn down was 
not critical because the opponent was so short on 
time. Second, the opponent was behind on time 
because the program came up with some surpris
ing defensive moves and generally presented the 
opponent with a lot of tactical problems. 

In winning the other four games in the tournament, 
the program never found itself with a negative eval
uation; that is, it was ahead all the way. In winning 
the state championship title, the program achieved 
a rating of 2258, placing CRAY BLITZ in the Guinness 
Book of World Records as the first computer chess 
Master. 

It should be noted that, to date, only three programs 
have beaten chess Masters in tournament play: 
BELLE of Bell Laboratories, Control Data Corpora
tion's CHESS 4.9, and CRAY BLITZ. Three years 
ago, no one thought a program would ever beat a 
human. Now it is becoming commonplace. Watch 
out, Bobby! 

The future for 
CRAYBLITZ 
Performance 
against other pro
grams is the next testing phase 
for CRAY BLITZ. The annual "computer 
only" tournament sponsored by ACM takes place in 
November in Los Angeles, California. CRAY BLITZ 
will be there to defend its "World Computer Speed 
Chess Champion" title and to try to wrest the regular 
world title from BELLE. 

The current version of CRAY BLITZ has only played 
one other computer program, BELLE. In a four-game 
match played in August, BELLE and CRAY BLITZ 
split at two games each, which gives an indication 
of how close they really are. Remember that tactical 
errors don't really exist in games between top-class 

programs, so Lady Luck has a chance to enter into 
the fray, sometimes at the most embarassing times. 

CRAY BLITZ is anxiously awaiting the successor to 
the CRAY-1 for additional hardware advantages, 
while human opponents have resigned themselves 
to the fact that computer chess programs can only 
improve. 

-ABOUT the AUTHOR-

Robert Hyatt is an Instructor and Chief of Systems at the 
University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg. Here
ceived his B.S. in Computer Science from USM in 1970 
and has remained there to teach and do research. Bob 
has been competing in computer chess tournaments 
with BLITZ since 1976. He has had CRAY-1 support 
from Gray Research since April of 1980. 
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Seymour Cray (!. ) and John Ro/lwagen pose with 
a module of the prototype CRAY-2 computer at 
Cray's laboratory in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. 

Cray announces breakthrough in computer development 
For those familiar with the man and 
his habits, Seymour Cray's news 
conference on November 19 held no 
surprises. But for admirers and com
petitors alike, the conference in 
Minneapolis demons trated once 
again Seymour Cray's ingenuity and 
dedication. The occasion was the 
announcement of the technology that 
will allow development of the CRAY-
2, the company's successor to the 
CRAY-1 computer system. 

Cray Research announced that upon 
completion , the CRAY-2 is projected 
to be 6 to 12 times faster than any 

computer system presently availa
ble. It will have a 32-million word 
memory and a CPU cycle time of 
four nanoseconds, as compa red to 
the CRAY-1's four-milli on word 
memory and 12.5 nanosecond cycle 
time. Additionally, the CRAY-2 will 
ac hieve further gai n s in speed 
through multiprocessing, using a 
four-processor system, compared to 
one unit on the CRAY-1. 

At the conference, Seymour Cray 
unveiled a technological develop
ment that will enable him to com
plete the development s tage of the 

CRAY-2 computer. As in previous 
products, Cray has found an "ob
vious" answer to a complex prob
lem. Said company president John 
Rollwagen , "When we explain the 
concept, the response is the same as 
it has been every time Seymour 
comes up with some fundamental 
breakthrough: Well, sure . . . of 
course." However, he noted that the 
adaptation of an obvious solution to 
mass production while preserving 
ease-of-maintenance is more com
plicated than it sounds. 

Cray applied liquid immersion tech
nology in the design of the CRAY-2 
to solve a basic problem in computer 
design, that of cooling. By immers
ing the computer in a bath of clear 
inert liquid, the cooling problems 



inherent in large computer systems 
are substantially reduced. The re
sultant cooling system is extremely 
efficient and enables higher-density 
packaging of components. Due to the 
more dense packaging, a CRAY-2 
CPU will be one-tenth the size of the 
CRAY-1, standing 26 inches high and 
38 inches long. 

The coolant to be used in the system 
is a pure fluorocarbon liquid. Inter
estingly enough, the coolan t is not 
a recent technological break
through . It has been used for dec
ades in atomic research and in a 
number of industrial processes. The 
liquid has also been used in 
medicine for blood transfusions 
and to keep arteries inflated during 
surgery. 

An interesting sidelight to the liquid 
immersion technology is that it has 
an un usual functional value. The 
fluorocarbon liquid is normally quite 
clear and the consistency of salad 
oil. However, engineers have ob
served on the prototype module that 
when the circuits are on, the liquid 
becomes somewhat turbulent due to 
heat generation. The turbulence has 
been described as "quite beautiful to 
watch", and it also indicates where 
hot spots are located in the com
puter. For these two reasons, the 
company may enclose the CRAY-2 
in a clear frame. 

Another design innovation on the 
CRAY-2 concerns module assembly. 
Modules for the CRAY-2 are pack
aged closely in three dimensions, as 
compared with two dimensions on 
the CRAY-1. Each CRAY-2 module 
consists of eight layers . This design 
substantially reduces the lengths of 
connecting wires, th us taking ad
vantage of the fact that shorter wires 
result in greater potential speed. The 
longest wire in the CRAY-2 will be 
16 inches, compared to four feet in 
the CRAY-1. 

At the news conference in Novem
ber, Cray displayed a portion of the 
prototype CRAY -2 he has been 
working on in his Chippewa Falls 

laboratory. " He brought his fish- become the company's Boulder 
bowl downtown for the world to Division. 
see," was how one Cray Research 
employee described it. One com
p lete module was displayed in an 
aquarium fi lled with the fluorocar
bon coolant. 

A new building is now under con
struction in Chippewa Falls, Wis
consin for CRAY-2 prototype devel
opment. Work will progress under 
Seymour Cray's direc t ion. The 
CRAY-2 system is expected to be 
phased into production over the next 
three to four years. When it is avail
able, the CRAY-2 will be marketed 
to the initial group of scientific cus
tomers served by the CRAY-1. 

Seymour Cray to devote full 
time to new technology 

After unveiling the tech nology that 
will be the basis of the CRAY-2 com
puter system, Seymour Cray an
nounced that he will step down as 
chairman of Cray Research in order 
to devote fu ll time to the CRAY -2 
and other design and development 
work. Cray will remain a director and 
a member of the executive commit
tee. John Rollwagen will assume the 
chairman's title while continuing as 
president and chief executive officer 
of the company. 

Rollwagen said that Cray will act as 
an independent contractor for Cray 
Research on a royalty-free basis at 
least through 1985. Both parties have 
the rights to results of the devel
opment work. Cray Research also has 
first opportunity to fund additional 
projects and production of future 
advanced computer systems that 
Cray may decide to pursue. 

Rollwagen reported that the pro
gram at Cray Laboratories in Boul
der, Colorado, which has been pur
suing CRAY-2 development from a 
separate technological base, is being 
redirected to other areas of company 
activity where its technology is 
applicable . Cray Laboratories will 

Organizational changes 
announced 
In recognition of the cha nging man
agement relationships at Cray Re
search, a number of modifications 
have been made to the company's 
organizational s tructure. As men
tioned previously, Seymour Cray has 
stepped down as chairman, and the 
position will be assumed by Presi
dent and Chief Executive Officer John 
A. Rollwagen . 

In assuming the company chairman
ship, Rollwagen will take on addi
tional responsibilities and projects 
of long-range significance to Cray 
Research . One important function 
he will assume is ensuring that the 
relationship between Seymour Cray 
and Cray Research con tinues to be 
a strong and muturally beneficial one. 
Rollwagen will also monitor the di
rection of activities at the company's 
laboratory in Boulder, Colorado and 
will take a more active role in cor
porate policy making and planning. 

To ensure continuing strong sup
port of the company's current cus
tomers and existing products, ad
ditional management restructuring 
has taken place. Peter Appleton Jones 
and Les Davis have been named ex
ecutive vice presidents, and in their 
new roles they will share responsi
bili ty and au thority for the day-to
day operation of the business. Davis 
will be supported by vice presidents 
Dean Rausch (Engineering), Don 
Whiting (Manufacturing), and Steve 
Chen (Development). Appleton 
Jones will receive support from vice 
presidents Bruce Kasson (U.S. Sales), 
Mike Dickey (International Market
ing), and Margaret Loftus (Software 
Development) . 

The executive committee of the com
pany has been reconstituted and now 
consists of John Rollwagen, Sey
mour Cray, Peter Appleton Jones, Les 
Davis, and Andrew Scott. Scott is 
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also joining the company as coun
sel, and as such will devote his full 
efforts to the corporation. 

Two senior vice presidents have been 
named : John Carlson (Finance) and 
G. Stuart Patterson (Boulder Divi
s ion ). Other newly-named vice 
presidents are Peter Gregory (Cor
porate Planning) and Howard Sachs 
(Boulder Division). 

CRAY-1 to be installed at 
NASA-Ames 
A CRAY-1 S/1300 computer system 
will be installed at NASA-Ames Re
search Center, Mountain View, Cal
ifornia in the fourth quarter of 1981 
under contract with Technology De
velopment of California (TDC). 

The system is part of a major pro
gram to provide an ad vanced com
putational facility for NASA-Ames. 
Said Director C. A. Syvertson, "The 
selection of a CRAY-1/S by TDC rep
resents an initial s tep in providing 
Ames researchers with a s tate-of
the-art computer system to enable 
them to remain in the forefront of 
computation in their research fields. 
The reputation of Cray Research is 
well established, and we anticipate 
that the use of their system will have 
a significant impact on our research 
efforts." 

Boeing to expand its CRAY-1 
Boeing Computer Services will ex
pand its CRAY-1 from one million 
words of memory to two million 
words. The two million wo rd 
CRAY-1/S system will be installed at 
Boeing's new computer center in 
Bellevue, Washington. 

Lawrence Livermore Labs to 
add two more CRAY 
computers 
The Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory Computing Center has 
ordered a new computer system to 
be installed in the first quarter of 
1982 and an option for a system to 

be ins talled in the second quarter of 
1982 at the Computing Center in 
Livermore, California. These two 
new systems will be the third and 
fourth CRAY-1 computers at the 
Center. Each will be installed with 
two million words of memory, with 
plans for the second system to be 
upgraded to four million words in 
the fall of 1982. 

The Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory is operated for the United 
States Department of Energy by the 
University of California. Its CRAY-1 
systems are used to solve mathe
matical equations used in nuclear 
weapons d esign and laser fusion 
reseach . 

Sandia National Labs orders 
CRAY-1 
Cray Research announced recently 
that it will lease a CRAY-1 S/1000 
computer system to Sandia National 
Laboratories in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. Sandia National Laborato
ries is a multiprogram research and 
development organization that op
erates under con tract for the United 
States Department of Energy. The 
Lab's CRAY-1 will be installed in the 
first quarter of 1982 and will be used 
for research programs. 

Four installations made 
During the third quarter, a CRAY-1 
S/1000 was installed to replace the 
CRAY-1 A system leased by the Air 
Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland 
Air Force Base, New Mexico. The 
new installation, done under con
tract with Systems Development 
Corporation of Santa Monica, Cali
fornia , permits future expa nsion . 
The CRAY-1A has been reinstalled 
at another site for use under contract 
services by the U.S. Government. 

A CRAY-1B system was installed a t 
the University of Minnesota's Lau
derdale Computer Center in Sep
tember. The system, which has un
dergone acceptance testing, will be 
purchased by the University. 

A two-million word CRA Y-1/S was , .. 
installed at the National Magnetic 
Fusion Energy Computer Center in 
Livermore, California. A one-mil-
lion word CRAY-1 computer system 
was installed at the Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. 

LAN L places order for two 
systems 
The University of California, under 
its prime contract with the U.S. De
partment of Energy, placed an order 
for a new CRAY-1 system to be in
stalled in the fourth quarter of 1981 
and an option for a system to be in
stalled in the fourth quarter of 1982 
at the Los Alamos National Labo
ratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico. 
The firs t system will be installed as 
a two million word memory system, 
with an upgrade to four million 
words scheduled for the first quarter 
of 1982. The second system will be 
installed with a full four million 1 
words of memory. The two systems 
will be the third and fourth CRAY-1s in
stalled at LANL. 

Cray Research corporate 
offices to move 
The senior executives and certain 
support sta ff of Cray Research will 
be mo ving from the Mendota 
Heights, Minnesota building to new 
offices in downtown Minneapolis, 
Minnesota early in 1982. Company 
President John A. Rollwagen noted 
that this move is in keeping with 
Cray's organizational philosophy of 
working in small , manageable 
groups: "For instance, our research 
work is carried out by three separate 
teams, two located in Chippewa 
Falls, Wisconsin, and one in Boul
der, Colorado. Our manufacturing 
and engineering staffs in Chippewa 
Falls work in discrete groups. Our 
present building in Mendota Heights 
has developed into a highly pro- 1 
ductive technical center." The new 7 

location comprises approximately 
30,000 square feet. 



APPL CATIONS 
N DEPTH 

Cray Applications Software 
Library released 
Cray Research, Inc. has re leased 
Version 1.0 of its Cray Applications 
Software Library. This Library brings 
together a wide variety of publicly 
available applications software im
plemented for the CRAY-1. Thus, 
CRAY-1 users have access to soft
ware developed by Cray Research, 
Inc. and by other CRAY-1 users. 

The primary functions of the Library 
are: 

• To acquire, verify, document, 
and dis tr ibute publicly available 
CRAY-1 software, 

• To demonstrate and supervise in
house, vendor-supplied CRAY-1 
software, 

• To support new CRAY-1 software 
conversions b y Cray Research, 
Inc., and 

• To provide a general information 
service for Cray applications soft
ware. 

The Cray Applications Software Li
brary contains a growing collection 
of applications software, ranging 
from low-level mathematica l and 
utility routines to major applications 
programs and packages. Much of the 

software included in this firs t re
lease was provided by the Cray User 
Group software exchange . Software 
in the Library is divided into three 
sections: mathematical and statisti
cal, utility, and special applications. 

Detailed external documentation will 
be available for all distributed soft
ware. This documentation specifies 
the exact functions, characteristics, 
and usage of the software. 

The Cray Applications Software Library 
Catalog is also available from the 
compan y. This catalog identifies all 
of the software currently included in 
the Library and provides a brief de
scription of each routine, program, 
or package. Copies of this catalog 
may be obtained from your nearest 
Cray Research sales office. 

All Library software follows a veri
fication and va lidation proced u re 
prior to inclusion in the Library. This 
procedure includes the running of 
test cases with standard data or driv
ers at regular intervals. Although 
Cray Research does not accept re
sponsibility for the programs after 
distribution, every effort has been 
made to ensure accuracy, reliability 
and suitability prior to dis tribution. 
Most software within the Library is 

available to all customers of Cray Re
search, Inc. In certain cases, how
ever, distribution may be restricted 
according to the licensing regula
tions of the original code developer 
or distributor. Software is distrib
uted on magnetic tape (800 bpi, un
labelled, blocked, ASCII, card image 
or binary). 

The software listed below is in Ver
sion 1.0 of the Library. 
• The majority of software previ

ously available through the CRAY 
Users' Group, including the NCAR 
Software Support Library (includ
ing elliptic POE solvers); matrix 
solution routines by T. Jordan (Los 
Alamos), A. Cline (U. of Texas), 
N. Werner (NCAR), and others; 
and various u tilities, including 
sorting, indexing, text process
ing, and so on. 

• AMOSLIB package for evaluating 
special functions (Bessel, Le
gendre, beta, gamma, error func
tions, etc. ), by D. E. Amos and S.L. 
Daniel of Sandia Labs, Albuquer
que. 

• Statistical software including the 
LINWOOD program by F. Wood. 

• Additional utilities written at Cray 
Research, including UPDATE pre
processors, random 110 (READMS/ 
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WRITMS package), dataset cata
loging, log file statistics, etc. 

• Large special applications pro
grams and packages, including 
SAP4 and HOND02 (finite ele
ment ana lys is of s tructures); 
TRAC-P1A (reactor transient 
analysis); SPICE2 (circuit simula
tor); several FLO programs by A. 
Jameson (transonic fluid flow); 
GAUSSIAN76 (molecular struc
ture simulation); NCAR Graphics 
Library; and the CRAY BLITZ 
chess program. 

For more information on the Appli
cations Software Library, contact 
your nearest Cray Research sales 
office or the Applica tions Depart
ment of the company. 

MARC being converted to 
run on CRAY-1 

MARC, a general-purpose finite ele
ment system that provides capabil
ities for solving a wide range of 
structural analysis problems, will 
soon be available for the CRAY-1. 
Conversion of MARC will take place 
late this year using the CRAY-1 at 
the Cray Research Mendota Heights, 
Minnesota facili ty. Upon comple
tion, MARC will be a fully-sup
ported product available from Marc 
Analysis Research Corporation. 

The MARC system includes a library 
of elements and a selection of ma
terial behaviors, both linear and 
nonlinear. MARC can be used for 
linear elas tic analysis of 2- and 3-D 
solids, shells and beams, and for 
applications in which nonlinear ma
terial and geometric effects domi
nate and must be included in con
junction with sophisticated geometric 
modeling. 

Applications areas in which MARC 
is particularly useful ar e welding, 
low-cycle fatigue of piping systems 
and pos t-buckling behavior of steel 
liners in a containment vessel. MARC 
is designed for expert engineers and 
is especially well-suited to general 
fracture mechanics problems such 

as 3-D linear crack or nonlinear elas
tic-plastic 2- or 3-D problems. 

MARC is a proprietary product of 
Marc Analysis Research Corpora
tion. For more information, contact 
Marc Analysis at 260 Sheridan Av
enue, Suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 
telephone (415) 326-7511. 

TEGAS5 to be available on 
CRAY-1 
Conversion of TEGAS5 to the CRAY-
1 will commence at the Cray Re
search facility in Mendota Heights, 
Minnesota early in 1982. TEGAS5, 
TEst Generation And Simulation, 
analyzes and verifies digital logic 
networks. It is a complete package 
allowing a choice of three options: 
design verification, test generation, 
and fault simulation. The same in
put language and ne twork descrip
tion is used for all three options. 

Applications include verification of 
digital logic designs (including race, 
hazard and spike analysis), assess
ment of diagnostic tests, investiga
tion of the fault-tolerance, genera
tion of production and diagnostic 
tests, and interactive design analysis. 

TEGAS5 on the CRA Y-1 will be a 
fully-supported product of Comsat 
General Integrated Systems, Inc. 
For more information, contact CGIS 
at 7801 N. Lamar Boulevard, Austin, 
TX 78752; telephone (512) 451-7938. 

CRAY-1 version of the IMSL 
package now available 
International Mathematical and Sta
tis tical Libraries, Inc. now fully sup
ports a CRAY-1 version of the IMSL 
Library. The IMSL Library is a pack
age of almost 500 FORTRAN sub
routines including many of the most 
commonly used building blocks for 
the development of scientific appli
cation programs. 

The IMSL Library consists of 17 
chapters and includes routines for 
categorizing data analysis, eigensys
tem analysis, forecasting, econo
metrics, analysis of experimental 

data, basic sta tistics, time series, 
generation and testing of random 
numbers, interpolation , approxi
mation, smoothing, linear algebraic 
equations, sampling, utility func
tions, vector and matrix arithmetic, 
zero and extrema , and linear 
programming. 

For more information about the IMSL 
Library, contact International Math
ematical and Statistical Libraries, 
Inc. , 7500 Bellaire Blvd. , 6th Floor, 
Houston, TX 77036; telephone (713) 
772-1927. 

Vector and parallel 
processor conference held 
in U.K. 
A conference enti tled "Vector and 
Parallel Processors in Computa
tional Science" was held from Au
gust 26-28, 1981 on the Chester Col
lege cam pus in Chester, U .K. 
Presentations were made in three 
areas: hardware and languages, nu
merical methods, and applications. 
The conference was jointly spon
sored by the European Physical So
ciety, the Insti tu te of Physics, the 
Institute of Mathematics and Its Ap
plications, and SRC Daresbury 
Labora tory. 

G. Stuart Patterson of the Boulder 
Divis ion , represented Cray Re
search as one of the speakers in the 
hardware and language section. His 
presentation was entitled "Scientific 
computers-future direc tio ns ." 
Several other presentations were 
made by CRAY-1 users from various 
locations in the U.K. and the United 
States. 

A special tour of SRC Daresbury 
Laboratory was offered to those at
tending the conference. A CRAY-1 
is at the cen ter of the Laboratory's 
network of terminals extending to 
universities and other institutions 
throughout the U.K. The Daresbury 
CRAY-1 thus gives support to a wide 
range of university scientists con
ducting research work in such di
verse areas as protein crystallogra
phy, astrophysics and engineering. 
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SCIENT F C APPLICATONS 
PACKAGE H GHLIGHT 
A golfer steps up to the tee, tugs on 
her visor, adjusts her grip on the 
club, modifies her stance, takes her 
backs wing and . .. WHAP! 

A farmer climbs down from his trac
tor after a long day, thankful for the 
smooth ride. 

A child screams, half in enjoyment 
and half in agony, as the ro ll er 
coaster climbs s teeply and fli es 
around the tight turn . 

The teenager turns up the sound as 
a favorite song is played on the 
stereo. 

What do the golfer, the farmer, the 
child at the amusemen t park, and 
the teenager have in common? The 
ANSYS 3-0 finite element analysis 
program has entered all of their 
lives, although it's unlikely that any 
of them know it. 

ANSYS is a large-scale general pu r
pose compu ter program employing 
finite element technology for the 
solution of several classes of engi
neering analysis problems. It has 
both linear and nonlinear capabili
ties in the structural and heat trans
fe r areas. Marke ted by Swanson 
Analysis Systems, Inc., ANSYS of
fers the engineer many analytic tools 
to solve a broad range of problems. 

O n the CRAY-1, ANSYS enables so
lu tion of a variety of complex prob
lems. It may be applied to a large 
number of s tructures, includin g 
two- and three-dimensional frame 
structures, piping systems, two-di
mensional plane and axisymmetric 
solids, and three-dimensional shells 
and solids. The nonlinear options in 
ANSYS include geometric nonlin
earity, nonlinear material behavior, 
and special nonlinear elements such 
as gaps and interfaces. Many indus
tries have found the broad general 

ANSYS 

capabilities of ANSYS to be useful 
in solving s tructural, heat transfer, 
and fluid flow analysis problems. 

The availability of ANSYS on the 
CRAY-1 makes possible effi cient so
lution of the production analysis 
problems facing the oil, aerospace, 
automotive, nuclear, steel, chemi
cal, civil construction, glass, plastic, 
power, med ica l, and e lectronic 
industries. 

The ANSYS program offers many 
options to help the engineer in the 
pe trochemi cal indus try. Applica
tions of ANSYS in this area include 
analysis of s tacks, offsho re plat
forms, mooring cables, and offshore 
pipe laying, to name a few. 

The medical industry is another area 
in which ANSYS promises to pro
vide scien tists with answers. For ex
ample, ANSYS has been used in the 
analysis of artificial joints, with the 
hope of finding materials that are 
stronger and lighter than those tha t 
are used currently. 

The transporta tion indus try has 
found many features of ANSYS quite 
useful in evaluating designs of such 
vehicles as railroad cars, automo
biles, airplanes, and trucks. Vehicle 
crash studies have been conducted 
using the program's capabilities to 
determine deflected shapes and en
ergy absorption characteristics of 
components. As another example, 
ANSYS has been used to test out 
locomotive w heel designs for max
imum s tre ngth , s tabi lity, a nd 
durability. 

Even the computer ind ustry fou nd 
applications for the ca pabili ties of 
ANSYS. The program was used to 
analyze shock and vibration in com
puter equipment and to study disk 
d rive dynamics and vibrations. 

How did ANSYS enter the lives of 
the golfer, the farmer, the child, and 
the teenager? 

The larger d eflection and large ro
tation analysis capabilities of ANSYS 
were used by a firm in the sports 
ind ustry to test the dynamic re
sponse and feel of a new material 
for a golf club. By analyzing new 
ma terials, the company was able to 
avoid costly construction errors. 

The transporta tion indus try used 
ANSYS to minimize the vibrations 
a rider experiences in a tractor ride 
over rough terrain . ANSYS was also 
used for structural and safety testing 
of amusement park rides. 

Finally, manufacturers of household 
goods have used ANSYS for analy
sis of everything from stereo speak
ers to dishwasher tubs. 

For more information about ANSYS, 
contact Swanson Analysis Systems, 
Inc., P.O . Box 65, Houston, Penn
sylva nia, 15342; te lephone (412) 
746-3304, TWX 510-690-8655. 
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USER NEWS 
CRAY -1 analysis tests a 
fuel-thrifty 747 

In the 1950's, when Boeing built the 
707, an aeronautical engineer's tools 
were slide rules, wind tunnels, and 
flight tests. But in the 60' s and 70's, 
as computers grew more sophisti
cated and the problems of jet-age 
flig ht m or e complex, slide rules 
moved from belt scabbards to the 
back of desk drawers and s tacks of 
printouts began growing in the en
gineering areas . In the 80's, the time 
and expense of wind tunnel and 
flight testing is p romoting analysis
based design . Computers and ad
vanced algorithms may soon replace 
some of the familiar wind tunnel 
models and flight test p rocedures in 
use today. 

Boeing's Propulsion Systems Fluid 
Mechanics group has been pioneer
ing the development of numerical 
techniques for analysis-based d e
sign. When 747 engineers engaged 
in a flight test project to improve en
gin e efficien cy d ecided that they 
needed more data, they called on this 
small team of specialists to help. 

" We' re primarily researche rs and 
computer cod e developers," said 
Mike Peery, who worked with Cliff 
Forester on the 747 analysis project. 
"Much of our time is spent devel
oping algorithms that will be used 
by designers several years from now. 
But practical projects like this give us 
a chance to prove our work." 



Peery and Forester had already writ
ten and tested algorithms which 
solved the complex fluid problems 
that the 747 engine project was 
studying. They had published arti
cles and given papers at conferences 
about their findings done with sim
plified models in modest scale. By 

contrast, the full-scale 747 problem 
was immense. The current tech
nique for analyzing something like 
an airflow is to break its large contin
uous process into a series of small 
discrete processes patchworked onto 
a grid called the computational mesh. 
This moves the problem from the 

Below Forester, Peery and the CRAY-1 
are some of the 10,000 cells in the 
geometric mesh used for their engine 
outlet analysis. The engine structure 
itself is the blank white space with the 
inlet end to the left . The two grid 
intrusions are the outlets, the leftmost 
being the bypass air, the next the 
engine exhaust. Only the top half of 
the engine was modeled. 

(Thanks to Chas Dowd, Boeing Computer Services 
Company) 

100. 200 . 300 . 

realm of differential calculus, be
yond the scope oftoday's hardware, 
to the world of algebra. Individual 
solutions for each cell of the mesh 
are combined to form a model of the 
whole flow. The models that Peery 
and Forester had used in their de
velopment work had a mesh of 2,500 

400. 
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cells and had strained the resources 
of a CYBER 175. The 747 analysis 
would require 10,000 cells. 

"The differences of shape that we 
were modeling were very subtle," 
Forester explained, "but transonic 
flows-flows just at or approaching 
the speed of sound-are very tricky 
and small variations have significant 
results. Remember too, that we were 
not doing the initial analysis, we were 
optimizing an already successful and 
proven d esign . A few tenths of a 
percent of improvement were all we 
could expect." Time was pressing, 
too. They would have only a few 
weeks . So Forester and Peery be
came the first users of the new Boeing 
Computer Services Company (BCS) 
CRAY-1 supercomputer. 

With a memory capacity of 500,000 
64-bit words, the new CRAY-1 was 
large enough. (The current produc
tion CRAY is even larger- a full one 
million words.) Its unique architec
ture gave it the speed that would let 
the two researchers run several se
ries of computations in the time it 
would have taken to run one on the 
175s. "First we moved our program 
from the 175s to the CRAY-1 and with 
virtually no conversion effort, the 
solution speed was five times as fast," 
said Peery. But in addition to its ar
chitecture, the CRAY-1 has a vector 
capability which takes advantage of 
the characteristics of a problem where 
large volumes of data are run through 
the same arithmetic operations. Each 
of the 10,000 cells in the 747 analysis 
would involve the same calcula
tions, so to take advantage of this ca
pability they arranged the data, stage 
by stage, in long strings. "We used 
Flowtrace, a feature in the CRAY 
FORTRAN compiler that times each 
step of a problem," Peery continued . 
"Once we could see which subrou
tines were eating up the most time, 
we could go in and vectorize them . 
About all we did was remove IF 
statements from the middle of DO 
loops. It took a day and gave us a 
speed 16 times faster than the best 
we had d one on a 175." With this 

speed, Peery and Forester were able 
to run complete analyses of two en
gine nozzle configurations in only 
three weeks. Their findings help 
confirm the selection of a design that 
may cut fuel use by 0.6%, a 75,500 
gallon yearly reduction for every 747 
in service. With jet fuel at $1.10 a 
gallon and climbing, that's a sub
stantial saving for customer airlines. 

"Of course, a computer is just a tool," 
Forester commented. "We're con
strained by the algorithms. We' ll d o 
more, and do it several orders of 
magnitude better as we build more 
comprehensive numerical tech
niques. This was an axisymmetric 
analysis where we worked on a two
dimensional slice of the length of the 
en gine and its plume . Wi th the 
CRAY-1's capacity, we could do a full 
3-D analysis in case someone wants 
to try an asymmetric engine nozzle. 
Supercomputers and superalgo
rithms go together," he grinned. 

"Cliff's point about the asymmetric 
nozzle is a good one," adds Dr. Gerry 
Paynter, head of the seven-person 
Fluid Mechanics group . "The cost 
and time needed for wind tunnel 
tests favors evolutionary design , 
based on a body of previous data. 
Analysis-based design will allow en
gineers to examine radical depar
tures and possibly find new avenues 
to explore. We' ll never completely 
replace wind tunnels or flight test
ing, but we will sure give them new 
things to test. " 

CRAY-1 pays for itself 
in one simulation 
There are several applications areas 
in which the CRAY-1 is making 
news. Perhaps one of the most dra
matic instances can be found in the 
petroleum industry, where a CRAY-
1 more than paid for itself with a 
single reservoir simulation. 

After an oil field has been discov
ered and characterized, it is often 
useful to simulate the field on a com
puter and experiment with the dif
ferent possibilities for d eveloping 

the field. Using such simulation in ~--
decision making can result in a sig
nificant difference in the total amount 
of oil extracted from the field. 

ARCO Oil and Gas Company was 
faced w ith a decision about the 
method of development to use for 
a Prudhoe Bay field on the north 
slope of Alaska. Analysis of the field 
on the CRAY-1 resulted in a decision 
that is expected to produce about 
seven percent more oil. On a field 
estimated at over twenty billion bar-
rels, seven percent is extremely sig
nificant, both in terms of product 
and additional profit-enough to 
pay for the CRAY-1 a number of 
times over. 

New Disney motion 
picture filmed in part 
at MFECC 
The Magnetic Fusion Energy Com
puter Center in Livermore, Cali
fornia was fea tured recently in a 
Disney Productions science fiction 
movie, "TRON."The film's producers 
chose the MFECC facility with its 
CRAY-1 computer system because 
the location offered a "unique high
technology look." Disney Produc
tions requested permission to film 
at MFECC from the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy, which funds the fa
cility. If approval had not been 
granted, Disney would have been 
forced to duplicate the set at consid
erable cost. The film's producers 
estimate th a t th ey saved abo ut 
$250,000 by avoiding duplication. 

"TRON" is an electronic science-fic
tion fan tasy. It is the story of a 
young computer genius who a t
tempts to short-circuit a runaway 
program in a vast, computerized in
forma tion system. In doing so, he 
is drawn into another world, a uni
verse of electricity and light, that 
parallels the real world . "TRON" 
explores the idea that the data we 
contribute to computers gives us a!- , 
ter-egos in a computer-digital world. 
The movie is scheduled for release 
in the summer of 1982. 
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